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Tutored by the Royal Spanish Handball Federation
and open to the participation of clubs and national
teams from around the world at the youth category
(both sexes) during the season 2013/2014, HandballMadrid Pinto Cup is born with the aim to become a
benchmark of quality in the field of 20 x 40 internationally.
Five days stay in excellent accommodation, with all
facilities to promote technical and tactical work of
the participating teams and develop an exciting competition, will shape HandballMadrid Pinto Cup. Their
dates of celebration must fall between 14 and
20 April 2014.
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WHY HANDBALLMADRID PINTO CUP?
For its care organizational design, made from a perspective that offers the best conditions
of stay to promote the concentration of the teams participating in the competition itself:
• Accommodation in three-star hotel on full board with menus developed based on the recommendations of the IHF.
• Availability of rooms with projectors and screens for technical meetings.
• Availability of court for two training sessions for each participating team.
• A fitness + spa session for each participating team.
• Water and ice for practices and games.
• Games recording and USB support delivery.
•A companion of the organization with each shipment
throughout the tournament.
Because includes transfers by bus to and from between the airport and the hotel and between the
hotel and the sports hall, and for the proximity of Pinto
with the terminals themselves, which will be the arrival
of the participants in the establishment just over 30 minutes after picking their bags, making it easier to rest
after the trip and doing more agile on their return home.
For the adequacy of their dates, including for its first
edition April 13 to 20 to take advantage of the usual stop
which usually takes place in domestic competitions during that period. Thus, HandballMadrid Pinto Cup presents clubs the possibility to carry out an attractive active
relaxation time and offers national coaches an excellent
opportunity to gather their players, favoring technical
monitoring and insight as a team for future commitments.
For its exclusive orientation to the youth category, which seeks to develop a high-level competition very interesting for participants and fans without losing the values closely linked to basic
sport: proximity to the public, competitive spirit, motivation and projection of the players...
For length of matches, divided in two halves of 20 minutes each. A real tactical challenge for
coaches who also promotes greater physical deployment of the players, making the sporting
show more attractive and intense.
For the excellent connections of Madrid with the rest of the world through its airport, circumstance that makes possible to find a wide range of flights at different times from and to the
point of origin.
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WHERE?
Located just 20 kilometers from central Madrid, Pinto is one of the municipalities with more projection and
increased quality of life of the Community of Madrid. The peaceful and
friendly town, well connected by road,
has just over 42,000 inhabitants and
has excellent infrastructure in sporting,
housing and commerce. Thanks to its
elaborated urban development, Pinto
is now the town of Madrid in the south
with the highest rate of green areas
per inhabitant.
The celebration of the tournament has been ratified by the signing of an agreement
to that effect between the organizers and Pinto’s City Council.

ORGANIZERS
HandballMadrid Pinto Cup is a private initiative in wich design and implementation has helped a team of handball enthusiasts comprising former players,
coaches and regular contributors to the Royal Spanish Handball Federation in
developing all kinds of tournaments, prominent events among protruding past
HandballSpain 2013 World Championships.
Their association with the handball and their experience in organizational work
has made possible the creation of a high level competition stage that aims to
establish itself as a real tool for club coaches and national coaches worldwide.
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DATES AND PRICES
DATES
- January 31, 2014, closing date for registration.
- April 15, 2014, arrival of the participating teams.
- 16th - 19th April 2014, competition stage development.
- April 20, 2014, return of the participating teams.
PRICE PER PERSON (5 nights)
- In triple room (subject to availability), 465 euros / person.
- In double room, 480 euros / person.
- In single room, 567 euros / person.
The price per person includes:
- Transfer by bus between airport and hotel and between
hotel and sports hall.
- Accommodation in three stars hotel in single rooms, double rooms or triple rooms, in all cases with free minibar
(water and refreshments) and on full board.
- Availability of technical meeting rooms, equipped with
projectors and screens.
- Availability of court for two training sessions for each participating team.
- A fitness + spa session for each participating team.
- Water (20 l.) and ice (15 bags) for all practices and games.
- Games recording and USB support delivery.
- A companion of the organization with each shipment throughout the tournament.
- Awards ceremony in farewell party.
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COMPETITION RULES
HandballMadrid Pinto Cup International Youth Tournament will be developed following the
usual IHF rules with the following clarifications:
The teams, depending on the number of participants, will be distributed by lottery in the
corresponding groups (male and female), playing each other in each of them.
Each team can field a maximum of 16 players per game and can have up to four officers in
the dock.
The condition as home team or visiting team for each game will be determined by lot in advance. Should match color of the kit, the visiting team must change clothing.
All teams have 20 minutes of warm-up on the track before the start of the match.
Length of matches will be two halves of 20 minutes each with a
break between them five minutes.
In each game, the victory shall be the team with the
most goals. In case of a tie, there will be releases
from 7 meters in best of five rounds. After the
game, each team leader must sign the match
report. If teams disagree with the outcome, should be
mentioned in the match report and the relevant resource may
submit in writing to the Competition Committee no later than four hours after the completion of the game. The Competition Committee shall notify the result of its deliberations
(response to allegations, disciplinary sanctions ...) over the next day.
Absence at a match and field abandonment before the end of the game will result in disqualification from the tournament.
The final ranking will be determined by the sum of the points awarded for each win (2
points). In case of equality of points, the criteria applied successively the greater number of
goals scored, the greater difference in goals scored and results between tied teams.
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REGISTRATION
AND CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
The deadline for registration of participating teams will be on January
31, 2014. The teams will consist of a maximum of 16 players who will join the
coaching staff and guests that each expedition decides to incorporate.
Registration will be confirmed in writing by the organization after receiving the form with the details of the participating team, copy of their
medical insurance and transfer with payment of the total amount for
the stay.
Participating teams managed the trip to Madrid on their own, communicating well in advance HandballMadrid Pinto Cup organizing the dates and times
of arrival and departure. The organization will collect each shipment at the airport and take care of their transfer to the same point after the end of the tournament.
Participating teams communicate as early as possible to HandballMadrid Pinto
Cup organizing any extension of the scheduled stay, both in terms of arrival and
in regard to return date and any special needs (food, accommodation ...) during
the stay.

